
Participate in the most terrible adventure of this summer! 
 
 
 

 
The Specially Created Exhibition of the Hagi Museum 

 

The most Terrible and Thrilling! 

Adventuring into the World  

of the Dangerous Animals 

 
 

Saturday, July 7, 2012  ～  Sunday, September 9, 2012 
 

 
The Hagi Museum 
355 Horiuchi, Hagi City, Yamaguchi 758-0057 
 



A total of 300 articles on exhibition such as 
about 200 kinds of specimens and photos 

 
 
 
 
Prince of the world of the dangerous animals 
 
 

Oh, You, who came straying into the unusual space which was overrun by 
dangerous animals!  Now, make the best use of your knowledge and 
techniques, and fend off their attacks, so that you can manage to pass space 
and find your way to Hagi! 
 
 
 
The Black Knight which is ready to kill in an instant 
Black Jaguar 
 
A jaguar, which means “An animal which can kill 
with only one thrust” in the native language.  Such a 
noble knight all in black will be after you.  
 
[Stuffed specimen: Kitakyushu Museum of Natural History 
and Human History]  

  
 
The Size of a person’s palm 
The Biggest Scorpion in the world 
Emperor Scorpion 
 
[Dried Specimen: Kitakyushu Museum of Natural History 
and Human History] 



The First Public Exhibition in Yamaguchi prefecture 
 
Was it in existence as a real being!? 
A legendary “Poisonous Bird” 
 
The only one poisonous bird in the world was discovered?  
Really?  Is it a legendary poisonous bird in ancient China ? 
 
[Provisional specimen: Yamashina Institute for Ornithology] 
 

 
 
 
The Incarnation of God which can handle poison 
Indian Cobra 
 
[Stuffed Specimen: Yamaguchi Museum] 
 
 
 

 
The First Public Exhibition in Yamaguchi prefecture 
 
The Biggest Lizard in the world which delivers a deathblow 
Komodo Dragon 
 

A lizard of the megaton class which grows to be 2 
meters long.  It attacks its preys with sharp teeth 
and pours poison into their body through space 
between teeth.  Once they are bitten, the poison 
will cause them to bleed to death, even if they can 
run away!  A limited opening to the public of a 
rare stuffed specimen in Japan! 

 
[Stuffed specimen: National Museum of Nature and Science,Tokyo] 
 



The strongest “Homicide Fish” (!?) in Africa 
Mbenga 
 
Very powerful!   The biggest piranha like a dinosaur.   
You will die if you are bitten at violently!?   Cry out at 
the sight of the precious head of the stuffed specimen  
which  a hunter  of a monstrous fish  managed to 
fish up  after a severe engagement. 
 
[Dried Specimen: Takuya Kozuka] 
 
“Man-eating Shark” and Horrified Sea Warrior 
Great White Shark 
 
It became a model of the movie “Jaws” and was 
the most horrified shark in the world.  Sure 
enough, this is a real being!? 
 
[Stuffed Specimen: Ibaraki Nature Museum] 
 
 

 

At last you managed to find your way to Hagi! 
You feel relieved for a while!  Unexpectedly, however, what is a remarkable 
thing that has been waiting for you!? 
  

 


